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Augustine Martinez

	WWII is exactly as it claims to be- a world war. WWII reached into every home, every mind, and every life on the world, radically changing the way we live and think. Whether you were a soldier, housewife, or child- your life was enveloped in the war. This fact was brought home hardest on one soldier, by the name of Augustine Martinez. 
Augustine Martinez started in the Army’s 45th division, stationed at Fort Macarthur, CA, and was later transferred to Camp Wallis, TX. Unassigned at the time, he was shipped from Camp Wallis to Camp Kilmir, NJ. At the time, they did not really know what the whole situation was. They did not even receive adequate training- they were only showed the weapons. After that he was moved yet again to Camp McCain, for Field Artillery training. After all that was said and done, he was shipped yet again to Camp Kilmir, where they were due to head out to England. From there they were shipped to Lasco, Scotland, when they were supposed to land in Liverpool, England. From Scotland, they took the rail to England, where Augustine reported with the thousands of other soldiers that were all unassigned at the time. Augustine was only 18 years old when D-Day took place, and, due to the massive amounts of troops milling around, he was not able to participate in that massive battle, which, ultimately, people would tend to think of that as a good thing. 
6 days after D-Day, they were transported across the English Channel to France, where they arrived at Normandy and Omaha beach. Augustine reported that most of the soldiers were not taking it seriously, and did not realize the gravity of the situation- a grievous mistake. Eventually they were taken to holding areas and given blue braids- the blue ribbons representing that they were now a part of the infantry. Augustine was now in the 35th infantry, I-Co 137th. Soon after, they were taken to the front line in trucks. They saw a little bit of action, but not much- the Germans had folded, and were hastily pulling back. Eventually they were brought to St. Lowe, where brutal hand-to-hand fighting took place. Eventually, with the Germans running with their tails between their legs, , they ran into a place called Nancy, where they had to cross Morsel River. The Germans laid a trap and the US Soldiers were ambushed, but eventually the United States forces pushed them back. The fighting resumed again in one particularly foggy meadow. 
In that meadow is where Augustine’s life changed forever. In the heat of battle, Augustine found himself (and 3 others) staring down the barrel of a German Tank- not something anyone every wants to witness. All 4 of them ran for cover, and while they were fleeing, a shell from the German tank had blown Augustine’s foot away. At September 16, at 1:00 P.M, he was picked up by German soldiers- he was now a prisoner of war.    
	He was eventually shipped from England to France, where he got medical attention from a German doctor. After that he was shipped via truck to a small town, where he was put under- and where they had to amputate his foot. Again, he was shipped out, but on a train. The train went a little ways, and then stopped to wait for American bombers to cease their siege on the city they were heading into. After that, he arrived in the enemies’ own country- Germany
	He was put into a prison with a hospital. He stayed in that hospital from September to January, until finally, he was taken across the road, where some British officers were saying that they were to be exchanged and would be going to Switzerland the next morning. They made him sign a liability form, which promised he would not make any book or any other production of his experiences at that hospital. When he finally got over the border to Switzerland, he weighed an astonishing 98 lbs. After that, he was put unto a U.S Navy Hospital Ship, and from they’re shipped home, thus ending his ordeal.
	Augustine Martinez, like many other veterans, do not regard himself as a hero. Nothing can be farther from the truth. Any one who fights for what they believe in, and fights against the great tides of evil, whether the nature of the threat is German, Japanese, Vietnamese, or any other, can apply be labeled a hero, as Augustine Martinez certainly was.




